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TL;DR – A new class of deep learning models can approximate infinite depth
while using fixed memory costs and being easy to train/implement.1

1 Based on this paper by Wu Fung∗,
Heaton∗, McKenzie, Li, Osher, Yin.
∗ equal contribution

The Idea. Deep learning models are continually getting deeper and their
increasing depth improves state of the art results. What happens in the limit
as network depth approaches infinity? Can we approximate this? How would
we avoid the apparent infinite amount of memory needed for such a task?
A growing trend in deep learning seeks to tackle precisely this problem by
using implicit models. The ‘depth’ of these models varies in each inference,
depending on a limit condition that is defined by network weights and input
data. As discussed in previous blogs, we can model this limit using a fixed
point equation and apply the implicit function theorem (IFT) to perform
backprop. But, using the IFT is nontrivial since it requires more intricate
coding and additional considerations.2 This is where fixed point networks

2 We did experiments to compare our
approach to the standard approach
of applying the IFT. It appears the
Jacobian matrix arising from the IFT
can be ill-conditioned, making it time
intensive to backprop. See Figure 4.

(FPNs) come in. FPNs can be used to modify standard models3 to guarantee

3 For example, CNNs are used in our
experiments.

convergence to the mentioned fixed point limit. Most importantly, this paper
shows a new backprop scheme that makes it easy to create and train FPNs.

How it works. Standard models prescribe a series of computations that
map input data d to an inference y. In many instances, these models map high
dimensional data into a low dimensional latent space and then apply a second
mapping to get to the inference.4 We’ll denote this first mapping by QΘ and

4 This approach enables models to
explicitly leverage the assumption that
high dimensional signals typically
admit low dimensional representations.

1: MΘ(d) :
2: u1 ← ũ
3: while ‖u− TΘ(u; d)‖ > ε

4: uk+1 ← TΘ(uk; d)
5: k← k + 1
6: return SΘ(uk)

Algorithm 1: FPN starts with an
arbitrary initialization in Line 2 and
then repeatedly applies TΘ(u; d) until a
fixed point is obtained (as measured by
the stopping condition in Line 3). Once
that is reached, SΘ is applied in Line 6

to get the inference y =MΘ(d).
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Figure 2: Implicit networks add an equilibrium
condition using RΘ, which is applied repeatedly
to update a latent variable uk to make it con-
verge to a limit u?

d , i.e. uk → u?
d = RΘ(u?

d ; QΘ(d)).

the second by SΘ to get a model EΘ

(with weights Θ) of the form

EΘ(d) , SΘ(QΘ(d)), (1)

which is shown by red arrows in
Figure 2. The mapping SΘ may
perform a number of computations
to manipulate the latent variable u
before mapping it to the inference.
FPNs are formed by including a
third mapping RΘ to model the limit
as we apply infinitely many updates
to the latent variable u. Given data d, RΘ(· ; Q(d)) forms an operator on the
latent space. The limit u?

d is uniquely defined by a fixed point equation, i.e. an
FPNMΘ is given by

MΘ(d) , SΘ(u?
d) where u?

d = RΘ(u?
d , QΘ(d)). (2)

There are advantages computationally to using (2), but the concepts are
simpler if we just let TΘ(u; d) be RΘ(SΘ(u; d)) so that (2) becomes

MΘ(d) , SΘ(u?
d) where u?

d = TΘ(u?
d ; d). (3)

How do we find u?
d to evaluateMΘ? It turns out, we can use built-in tools in

PyTorch5 to make TΘ satisfy, for some user chosen γ ∈ (0, 1), 5 Experiments for this paper
used torch.svd() and

torch.nn.utils.spectral_norm().‖TΘ(u; d)− TΘ(v; d)‖ ≤ γ‖u− v‖, for all u, v, d. (4)

This nifty inequality makes it so that we can evaluateMΘ using Algorithm 1.

https://4e7e525a-7550-4d78-978d-8e17ad5c7db4.usrfiles.com/ugd/4e7e52_6503f0c141454d659eaa76ed74a50bd5.pdf
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Training. This is where things get interesting. The core idea is really simple:
only backprop through the final step of the fixed point iteration. What does
this mean? In theory, this is equivalent to just assuming ũ in Algorithm 1 hap-
pened to be so close to u?

d that we converge in one step.6 So, we just ignore all

6 This approach can also be viewed as a
sort of special preconditioned gradient.

the other stuff.7 In practice, we train as follows. First, in eval mode, we apply

7 The idea for this approach arose
from my failure to perform implicit
differentiation. My botched “derivation”
for implicit depth backprop gave a nice
and clean backprop formula. It was
nice enough that we tried it and later
figured out how to justify it after the
experiments went so well.

TΘ repeatedly to get an approximation uk of u?
d. Then we put the network in

train mode and return SΘ(TΘ(uk; d)). The built-in PyTorch autograd han-
dles all of the rest! This makes coding simple (see Figure 5). Figure 3 below
juxtaposes our proposed approach with existing backprop schemes.

u1 u2 · · · uK−1 uK

TΘ TΘ TΘ TΘ
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Forward Prop

Jacobian-based Backprop

Proposed Backprop

Figure 3: Comparison of backprop
schemes. Forward and backward
propagation are shown by arrows to the
right and left, respectively. Traditional
backprop requires storing memory
for all iterates uk, which effectively
makes it impossible to go deep. Recent
implicit methods (e.g. Neural ODEs,
Deep EQ Models, Monotone Operator
EQ Networks) use fixed memory,
but also require solving a Jacobian-
based equation to backprop to u1.
Our approach avoids that by just
backpropping through the final step.

Interpretations. Standard neural networks use their weights to define
a series of computations to perform (e.g. define weights for matrix multipli-
cations). Implicit models, in particular FPNs, use weights to define a limit
condition. This is done by using the weights to define the operator TΘ.8

8 This perspective opens many doors for
open inquiries, most of which have not
yet been answered since implicit models
are still in their infancy.
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Figure 4: MNIST performance using identical FPN models and
configurations, but with two backprop schemes: our proposed
method (blue) and standard Jacobian-based backprop (green),
with fixed point tolerance ε = 10−4. Our method is faster.

Applying FPNs can be
viewed as a sort of op-
timization scheme. For
example, repeatedly ap-
plying TΘ can coincide
with an algorithm (e.g.
proximal gradient) that
eventually yields u?

d, a
minimizer of some func-
tion. Another viewpoint
is to think of TΘ as act-
ing on a sort of “thought
space,” each time refin-
ing the model’s understanding. When used to interpret a sentence, repeatedly
applying TΘ coincides with rereading the sentence until “it makes sense.” The
final thought is then mapped into the classification space by SΘ.

Forward + Proposed Backprop

u_fxd = find_fixed_point(in_data)

y = model(u_fxd, in_data)

loss = criterion(y, labels)

loss.backward()

optimizer.step()

Figure 5: Sample PyTorch code snippet
for training. The core steps are the
same as normal, but there is now an
added step during forward propagation
to computie the fixed point u_fxd of
TΘ(u; d) for d =in_data. Here model is
SΘ(TΘ(u; d)). A cleaner implementation
can be obtained by creating an FPN
module. For further details, see the
implemented code here.

Conclusion. The rapid rise of deep learning has been largely due to the
growth in computational capabilities. Despite this, a key shortcoming asso-
ciated with creating deep learning models is that making them deeper and,
thus, more expressible requires ever increasing memory. For practical de-
vices, computer memory limits model depth. Prior implicit depth methods
presented a way of partially circumventing this memory limit; however, they
came with the trade off of much more computational costs to train networks.
This work with FPNs presents a third option, implicit depth without increasing
the computational costs of training. This approach increases the efficiency of
computational resources both with respect to memory and computation.9

9 As an added benefit, the proposed
method is easy to code.
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